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General Information 

ETS Description

Oregonʼs Environmental Quality Commission (EQC) is taking steps to reinstate the Climate Protection Program (CPP) after its invalidation

due to a ruling by the Oregon Court of Appeals in December 2023.  

Initially launched in 2022, the CPP aimed to reduce GHGs in the state and deliver benefits to Oregon communities. The CPP established a

declining cap on regulated emissions for covered entities, which included natural gas utilities (referred to as "local distribution

companies") and non-natural gas fuel suppliers. The cap for 2024 was set to cover ~40% of the stateʼs emissions, and planned to reduce

each year, to reach 90% below 2017-2019 emissions levels by 2050.

Covered entities were allocated yearly allowances based on their emissions. Additionally, the program permitted these companies to

meet up to 10% of their emissions reduction obligations using compliance offset credits sourced from within Oregon, a threshold

planned to increase to 20% over time.

In December, the Oregon Court of Appeals ruled the CPP invalid, after considering that the regulatory process failed to comply with

disclosure obligations under Oregon law, specifically “ORS 468A.327(1)”, which mandates rulemaking notice to facilities holding Title V

permits under the federal “Clean Air Act”.

The Department of Environmental Quality (DEQ), responsible for administering the CPP, and the EQC will embark on a 12-month

rulemaking process, aiming to address the administrative omission that led to the program's initial invalidation and to ensure that

Oregon meets its climate protection goals. The state is currently developing an agenda for the upcoming rulemaking process and is

considering potential changes to the program.  

ETS Status

under development

Jurisdictions

Oregon

Emissions & Targets 

Overall GHG Emissions excl. LULUCF (MtCO2e)

62 MtCO e (2021)

GHG reduction targets

By 2035: 50% reduction from baseline by 2035

By 2050: Reduce GHG levels at least 75% below 1990 levels (Chapter 907 Oregon Laws 2007)
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Other Information 

Institutions involved

Oregon Department of Environmental Quality (DEQ): Implementing state agency for the CPP.

Oregon Environmental Quality Commission (EQC): Panel appointed by the governor of Oregon to serve as DEQʼs policy and rulemaking

board. EQC adopted the CPP rules in 2021. 

Regulatory Framework

Division 271 – Oregon Climate Protection Program

Division 12 – Enforcement Procedure and Civil Penalties

Disclaimer
Copyright © 2022 by International Carbon Action Partnership (ICAP). All rights reserved. The content provided by the ICAP ETS map is

protected by copyright. You are authorized to view, download, print and distribute the copyrighted content from this website subject to

the following condition: Any reproduction, in full or in part, must credit the International Carbon Action Partnership (ICAP) must include a

copyright notice. If you have any questions please contact infoicapcarbonaction [dot] com (info[at]icapcarbonaction[dot]com). 

In line with ICAPʼs mandate, the ICAP ETS map exclusively covers cap-and-trade systems for greenhouse gas emissions. Information

displayed on the map is regularly updated by ICAP Secretariat staff based on official and public information as far as possible and subject

to annual peer review by government representatives from the covered systems. Although the information contained in the map is

assembled with utmost care, ICAP cannot be held liable for the timeliness, correctness and completeness of the information provided.

Please refer to the imprint on the website of the International Carbon Action Partnership regarding links to external websites, liability

and privacy policy.

https://www.oregon.gov/deq/rulemaking/Documents/ghgcr2021div71.pdf
https://secure.sos.state.or.us/oard/displayDivisionRules.action?selectedDivision=1433
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